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' PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDING
AND RULE 29.6 STATEMENT

Petitioners, who were Defendants-Appe

Cross-Appellants below, are Gosselin World 5

Moving, N.V, Gosselin Group N.V., and Marc Sj
Gosselin World Wide Moving, N.V., which has *
been a publicly-owned company, was reorganized

2007 and renamed Gosselin Group N.V. Goss,
Group N.V. also has never been, and is not no*
publicly-owned company.
The privately-o^
shares of Gosselin Group N.V. are held by
company SAK Portielje, which is also not a publi

owned company. SAK Portielje is a holding comp

trust with no operational activity.
i

Respondents, who were Plaintiffs-Appella

below, are relators Kurt Bunk and Ray Ammons,i
the United States.
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JURISDICTION

STATUTOEYPROVISIONS INVOLVED

« U.S.C. | 40307(a) provides, in relevant partThe antitrust laws do not apply to (5) an agreement or activity relating to
the foreign inland segment of through
transportation that is Jl ft
transportation provided in a United

States import or export trade
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This petition presents two distinct questions. As

to each, the panel below (i) adopted statutory!
readings contrary to holdings of other courts; (ii)
imposed substantial burdens on businesses in this
country and around the world; and (iii) created
rather than avoided constitutional concerns.

The case arises out of two distinct U.S. military
shipping programs in which petitioners ("Gosselin")'!
participated, leading to suits against them under the <

False Claims Act ("FCA"). First, the International I
Through Government Bill of Lading ("ITGBL")j
program involves shipping military household goods;
between the U.S. and abroad. U.S. companies
subcontracted with Belgium-based Gosselin to
handle the German component of international
moves. The Government alleged that Gosselin and
other European shippers entered into an unlawful

pricing agreement for services in Germany. Thei
Eastern District of Virginia dismissed these claims
because the Shipping Act immunizes collusion on the!

"foreign inland segment" of international shipping,
Over dissent, and in conflict with the Ninth Circuit,

> H

the Fourth Circuit reversed.

The second program, the Direct Procurement

Method ("DPM"), involves the military directly
contracting with European shippers to transport
goods exclusively within Europe. In 2001, Gosselin
won the DPM contract. Relators alleged that every
invoice submitted under this 3-year contract was a
false claim, because Gosselin's initial bid certified

that its prices had been arrived at independently.
Although Gosselin arrived at its overall price
independently, a group of European shippers had »

W"Ti
IIPX

Mi
¥^MV*

:*V* ?

.**?

agreed on what the winning bidder would pay the

others for one item of the required subcontracting

work. Notwithstanding this agreement, the military

twice renewed Gosselin's contract. The District
Court, finding that the Government had suffered no

Zwlmtlgating
^
andevidence,
th6re held
Was that
substantial,
Hpa
imposing
the FCA's $5,500 statutory minimum civil penalty
for each of the 9,136 invoices, as Fourth Circuit
precedent required, would violate the Eighth
Amendment's Excessive Fines Clause because it
would be grossly disproportional to Gosselin's
culpability regarding the DPM contract. The panel

below hands tied by its statutory precedent,

reversed by rejecting the constitutional holding.
A. The ITGBL Claims.

The shipping of goods between the United States
and abroad under the ITGBL program is called
through transportation"-^ goods move door-to-

door from the U.S. "through" to aforeign destination,

or vice versa. Pet.App.49a, 59a. "Carriers" in the

United States act as general contractors with the

^ 51a.DePartment
Defense
(™^en£71TJ*
DOD ). Pet.App.49a,
They obtainof prices
for
each segment of the move-domestic, ocean, and
foreign-and combine them and their own markup

into a single "through rate."

Pet.APp.49a-51a

Carriers bid for specific routes, or "channels," and

the bids cover six-month cycles. Pet.App.49a-50a.

Between the U.S. and Germany (the country at

issue here), there are in each cycle 104 channels-52

™n?T &nd 52 Westbound- Pet.App.49a-50a. In

^004 the Government alleged criminal antitrust

violations as to 12 of those channels in one cycle, due

to Gosselin's directly contacting U.S. carrier!

Cartwright, the low through-rate bidder on those!

channels, convincing it to withdraw its bid, and
directly pressuring other U.S. carriers not to match
Cartwright's bid. Pet.App.13a. The District Court
held Gosselin's conduct immune under the Shipping
Act, 46 U.S.C. §40307, but the Fourth Circuit
reversed on the ground that the conduct was "aimed
at the entire through transportation market, rather
than just the foreign inland segment." United States
v. Gosselin World Wide Moving N.V., 411 F.3d 502
510 (4th Cir. 2005) ("GosselinT).

In 2008, the Government intervened in two'
sealed FCA qui tarn suits against Gosselin, which)
raised three distinct ITGBL claims. Pet.App. 15a-16a.
One claim was based on the Cartwright conduct, and
another alleged nearly identical conduct (in 2001) on
14 other U.S.-Germany channels, known as the
Covan channels. Pet.App.47a n.l.

At issue here is a third claim, alleging that;
Gosselin and its European competitors had agreed to •
handle all ITGBL business in 2001 and 2002 using]
bundled (or "landed") rates, which combined packing,'
trucking, storage, and other German services into a

single fee.
Pet.App.52a, 57a.
There was no'
allegation that charging a landed rate is itself

unlawful, either in Germany or the U.S., or that the]
companies had agreed to charge any particular

landed rate. And, unlike with the Cartwright and;
Covan conduct, there was no allegation that Gosselirt
had contacted U.S. carriers to influence the through
rate bids; rather, the landed rate agreement was
limited to services for the German portion of these.1

international moves. Pet.App.52a-53a, 56a-57a.

r~

The Government contended that the agreement
to provide services only under landed rates violated

U.S. antitrust law and "had the effect of increasing

the price that the United States paid," because the

carriers' through-rate bids incorporating the foreign
segment were higher as a result. Pet.App.56a. The

Government argued that because the landed rate
agreement was a "fraudulent course of conduct, all

claims for payment resulting from that conduct are
false as a matteroflaw." Pet.App.57a.
Invoking the Shipping Act, which immunizes

from U.S. antitrust law collusive agreements
concerning "the foreign inland segment of through
transportation," 46 U.S.C. § 40307(a)(5), Gosselin
moved for judgment as a matter of law on both the
landed rate agreement claim and the Covan claim.1
The District Court denied the motion as to the Covan
claim, relying on Gosselin I, and submitted that
claim to the jury, which found Gosselin not liable.
Pet.App.47a n.l. But the Court granted the motion
as to the landed rate agreement, which was limited

to the German component of through transportation
moves, i.e., the "foreign inland segment," to which
the immunity applies. Pet.App.64-65a.
Over Judge Shedd's dissent, the Fourth Circuit
reversed this last ruling. The majority described the

landed rate agreement as "materially similar" to the
Cartwright conduct addressed in Gosselin I, because
price-fixing on a foreign inland segment affects the
overall "through rate." Pet.App.44a.
t !

1The District Court had earlier entered summary
judgment against Gosselin as to the Cartwright channels, based
on Gosselin I. Pet.App.18a.

B. The DPM Claims.
'

I
i

Qui taw relator Kurt Bunk alleged that Gosselin i
violated the FCA due to conduct on the separate 1
DPM program. The Government did not intervene in
this claim until the Fourth Circuit appeal.

Unlike the ITGBL program, DPM contracts
involve transporting military household goods
between installations entirely within Europe.
Pet.App.73a-74a.
The Army solicits bids from
European companies and contracts with them
directly. Pet.App.74a.

In 1999, DOD discovered that Bunk, who"
handled pricing and bidding for another DPM

contractor, was significantly overcharging the Army.
In response to Bunk's "abusive pricing and billing,"
DOD overhauled its DPM program in 2000.
Pet.App.88a. Among other changes, DOD moved
from regional contracts to a single DPM contract for

all of Europe. Pet.App.74a. Because no one company'
could fulfill the new requirements by itself, the new!
rules anticipated significant subcontracting or joint
ventures between bidders. Pet.App.91a-92a. They
also required bidders to list the names and\
warehouse and truck capacities of subcontractors in
each geographic area covered by the contract. Thel
new program was to take effect for the 2001 DPM
contract. Pet.App.74a.

To explain these and other changes, DOD met

with potential bidders at an Army installation in*
Europe. Id. Immediately thereafter, the bidders metj
in the Army's cafeteria, discussed the necessary

subcontracting, and agreed on a subcontracting pricej

for one line item.
Id.
Each bidder then]
independently determined its own offer prices on all I

50 other line-items as -well «. ;*

P™e. Pet.App.90a.91a cfc, . lts own total offer

filed with its bid acertfeHo * re9Uired' Gossel"
£Gosselin
offerwasprices
15£S£*"^
«?**
«
awarded tJ ^"^J^J*-
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A 'prior Fourth Circuit case, Harrison v

Westinghouse Savannah River Co., had held that a

company that falsely induced approval of a
subcontract must face separate penalties "for each
claim for payment under" it, even though the
invoices contained no distinct falsities. 176 F.3d 776
793-94 (4th Cir. 1999). Under this precedent, the':
minimum statutory penalty here was $50,248,000—
one $5,500 penalty for each invoice Gosselin'
submitted—even though the Government suffered no
monetary harm. Pet.App.81a, 89a. 2 In fact, the'

District Court found "strong evidence" that'
Gosselin's "pricing [was] more favorable to the

government than [DPM contracts] in prior years,"!

"t

and DOD paid "about the same or less" than it had
paid to Gosselin in previous years on Gosselin's prior:
DPM contracts. Pet.App.89a. The court also found
DOD paid only $3.3 million for the relevant line item!
through the life of the three-year contract, and that,

Gosselin's overall profit on the contract was only!

4.4%—which, when applied to the relevant line item

amounted to only about $150,000. Pet.App.96a.

At the penalty phase, Relator Bunk offered to]

accept $24 million in penalties instead of the full $50'

million. Pet.App.23a. The District Court evaluated]
both amounts under the Excessive Fines Clause.

After a full-day evidentiary hearing, the Districti
Court found additional and uncontested evidence:

mitigating Gosselin's culpability regarding the DPM]

contract. Among other things, (1) the contract and!
2 Due to inflation adjustments, the minimum statutory]

penalty was $5,500, and the maximum was $11,000
Pet.App.22an. 10.

See]

1

MdL^K
CrTpiCati°nSagreement
amon« oncompeting
Didders, (2) the subcontracting
asingle
deslZd
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and <4> program
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a tracking
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did not impose apenalty. Pet.App.W8a, 110a.

mill.wfj0™?1
C^U" reversed.
holding given
that $24
mlhon
mcivil penalties
was not excessive
the

intangible harm that fraud causes to the government

~enffic?..PTrAandnthe "

^ZeZ

addleTs anv
»f the%l%4k
Thespecific
pand tomand
™t
aaaress
any of
above evidence
mitigating, Gosselin's culpability.
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REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION 1

As to Iboth questions that this petition present!
the panel below wrongly interpreted federal statutJ

in conflict with other courts, gravely impacti^
numerous industries in this country and beyond.

I.

To avoid extraterritorial application of U.§

antitrust

law

in

the

context

of internationa

shipping, Congress enacted an immunity fq
collusive agreements that relate to the "foreig
inland segment" of "through transportation." Thj
ensures that foreign shippers are not brought undei

U.S. antitrust law simply by handling foreigj

components of shipping originating or terminating ij
the United States. But that is precisely the impad

of the panel majority's construction, which squarelj
conflicts with that of the Ninth Circuit.
I

According to the panel majority here, Gosselin's

participation in the "landed rate agreement," whicjl
addressed pricing for moving services exclusivelj
within Germany, was not immune because that
agreement inflated the overall cost of international
shipping—and thus was not limited to just a "foreigB
inland segment" of through transportation. But that
would be true in every case in which this immunitj

might apply, because the price of a componei

always affects the price of the whole.

The pane!

majority thus effectively repealed the immunity.
The Ninth Circuit—which analyzed the same
statute under materially identical circumstances and

which the District Court here followed—properl|
immunized a pricing agreement on ITGBL service^

in the Philippines that was similarly incorporated
into the carriers' through-rate bids. That court fountt

the statute "clear and unambiguous" and held that i
i

| ->*MPR^iiti

1ri^&mf&s, '*-•
«t Wui&,».Jt ^-i>»f nA_iaJl^jt™j—. Jw v

r~
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immunized "precisely"; this conduct. The decision

situated
**" C°nflkt
situated »
on ran«a
two U.S. coasts,
togetherta™^
accounting for

nearly athird of the Nation's ocean shipping.
This Court often grants review when lower

7csMtu?ne*riablished im™nitie, %;°z,

l4ai (2014) (state-action antitrust immunity)- Air

(2013) (Aviation and Transportation Security Act

immunity)- Clark v. Ranker, 134 S. Ct.Ty^oTa

fZrfi i' Plumboffv- toward, 134 S. Ct. 635 (2013)

s'clossS^^
"^^
- BorJs,
132
ft. U.1088 (2012) (sovereign
immunity).
It certainlv
f the S°hS° here-/he F°Urth «* -"-aatTon

Ninth

C,Tv

lmmUnity COnflicts "*" the

clstitutionTb
andextraterritoria]
'""PUoates
constitutionally based/PPr°ach'
concerns over

application of U.S. law. And this extraterrito™
application will require international shiners to

=Z^Z^^'—sfrom^the4
n. In addition to treble damages, the FCA
imposes a minimum civil penalty of $5 500 But
when as here, multiple invoices are deemed "false-

only by operation of law (e z ™lv tZ • !• ,

underlying contract was actu^ tSL^ th

court LT7
^ ^ ^the""*
*"«** «culpability
must the
mstead conslder
defend

i

i
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The Fourth Circuit in Harrsion had interpre,
the FCA to require imposition of one penalty for ea
claim submitted by the defendant—even if the clai
were only "false" by virtue of a single falsity in 5
initial contract. Even the panel below called tin
mechanical rule a "monster of our own creation

because it invites penalties inherently at odds wit
the Excessive Fines Clause. Here, that "monstej
produced an arbitrary penalty in the tens ofmillion
simply because of the happenstance of how man
DPM invoices were submitted and despite a lack(
any economic harm. As the panel saw, thi
construction of the FCA thus walked right into %
Excessive Fines Clause. The panel responded b
warping the constitutional inquiry—ignoruj
powerful uncontested mitigating evidence regardin
Gosselin's conduct under the DPM contract

instead upholding a huge penalty based only .
categorical generalities that will equally apply j
every FCA case.

Other courts, by contrast, have ensured tL
FCA penalties remain linked to the defendant!

culpability. Some, following this Court's lead, haj
interpreted the FCA itself to account for culpability
basing civil penalties on the defendant's numberi

fraudulent contracts, false statements, or otherwl
"fraudulent acts," rather than on the arbitral

number of invoices.

They thereby have avoide

Eighth Amendment questions—not invited them,]
the Fourth Circuit did here. A smaller set of co

has used the Excessive Fines Clause to avoid p
invoice penalties under the FCA that would be o
of-step with the gravity of the defendant's offense.

-.mLKjuJ*»4ju.j5i1j.
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The decision below stands in conflict with both
camps. Indeed, as the] author of the leading FCA

nTeTft'se-7John T- Boese> Civil False Claims and
QUI Tam Actons (4th ed. 2011)-has recognized, the
panel s Alice mWonderland" decision is "squarely at

odds with a number of constitutional protections "
and the panel's "sole reliance on intangible and noneconomic factors such as 'deterrent effects' and public
policy considerations to override the traditional

excessive fines analysis lacks precedent and should

result m en banc and, if necessary, Supreme Court
review. FraudMail Alert (Dec. 20, 2013)

http://goo.gl/epbZoG.

h

With the Government collecting increasing
billions mFCA litigation every year, the recurring

importance of how to calculate civil penalties

consistent with the statute and the Constitution is

self-evident. As Mr. Boese further noted, the panel's
decision will only trigger even more FCA litigation
as relators discover the value of targeting high-

invoicmg industries even where damages are
negligible or absent-and particularly in the Fourth

Circuit, where a large volume of federal contracting

occurs. Indeed, relators and the Government have
extorted massive settlements in analogous cases-

stuntmg the law's development—because companies

cannot afford to risk incurring hundreds of millions

of dollars m penalties. It is time for this Court to

clarify the operation of FCA civil-penalty liability

and this case presents an ideal vehicle for doing so '

^

j ,
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AEGUMENT
I

j

THE PANEL MAJORITY, BY EVISCERATING
THE SHIPPING ACTS IMMUNITY, CREATE])
A CIRCUIT SPLIT ON AN IMPORTANT ISSUj
OF ANTITRUST LAW FOR INTERNATIONA
SHIPPING.

The Shipping Act expressly exempts from flj
antitrust laws any collusive agreement or activity

relating to the "foreign inland segment" of "through
transportation." 46 U.S.C. § 40307(a)(5).3 Congreq
enacted that immunity in 1984 to restrict thj
extraterritorial application of U.S. law and so reduq

"jurisdictional friction." Until now it has been cleai
that entities engaged in foreign shipping who ad
collusively in their own countries—e.g., set collective

prices—are immune from U.S.
antitrust
law even:
• - j

their services are used in "through transportatitori

shipping to or from the United States. The Ninlj
Circuit unanimously affirmed that rule in 1999, m
the District Court here appropriately followed it. ?

In the decision below, however, a divided Fourth

Circuit panel has thrown this area of law inh
disarray, holding that the immunity did not appl

because Gosselin's agreement to set prices for thj
German component ofinternational shipping hadft
effect of increasing overall shipping costs. Thj
reasoning conflicts with the Ninth Circuit an
eliminates the immunity: The immunity only applie
to agreements concerning a "segment9 of "throu&

transportation," and collusion on a component affed

the price of the whole. This Court's review is neede
>

3Before 2006, the immunity was codified at 46 U.S.C. api
§ 1706(a)(4). SeePet.App.42an.15.

%jgnM&* <\<yy * H^*.r^v ******
tH?^Vj!^? *

5 -' l%^ft^.^;^f/.f
1
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lartLs111:;0^^11" **"* t0 reins^e the

s^erXnl abl"^ °n WhlCh in"^
A. The Decision Below, In Effectively Repealing
the Immunity, Conflicts with the Niaft

Circuit's Construction.

mJhecte^n,hel0W
the
iNinth Circuits decision SqUardy
m UnitedCOnflicts
States with
v Tucor

International Inc., 189 F.3d 834 (9th Cir 1999T

a^se
lnland
™"
a case LT"
involving"f°reign
materially
identical
facts.--n yS
thsA' Tucor™r0}™* Philippines-based companies
U^ldTr
?:S- miHtary
SoodsTomTo
United States^military
bases Wehold
in the Philippines

other points within the Philippines." iTTlsl

UntrdCS0t7anic thT ShipP6d the ^ds to the

accused oft*'
defendanta
were
accused
of fixing**•**
prices &tfor836"
theirThe
shipping
services
in
^TTvTnrdly
cos"
paid by the U.S. military im*«he
because those oVeraTl
prices wwp

incorporated into the through-rate bid ISr^Z

4i:atln?rambthe Nin^ ClrCUit f°Und" ^

that the Sh-nambT°U<f' Snd hdd without dissent

indeed tLf -[defendant^ from antitrust liability"—

af835d36 838 ^^ PreClSely" that COnd^ '*

.#1

fi
'lib

Government here alleged that Gosselin's pr'icL
Germany) had the effect of increasing the nrice tW

oecause the U.S.-based carriers submitted higher
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bids so that they could pay higher "landed rates" f0
German services. Pet.App.56a. Citing Tucor, thj

District Court held that the pricing agreement]

"concern[ed] exclusively the German inland segment"

and "falls squarely within the scope of the ShippinJ
Act immunity." Pet.App.64a.

'

But the Fourth Circuit panel, over Judge Shedd's
dissent, reversed. It reasoned that "Gosselin's price,

fixing scheme did not inflate in isolation merely the]
landed rate quoted the [carriers]; it inflated the all.)

inclusive through rates that the [carriers] Were
induced to bid (and [the government] was compelled

to pay)."^ Pet.App.43a. Thus, the majority concluded,

Gosselin's conduct "concerned more than just the

foreign inland segment" and so did not come within]
the protection of the immunity. Id.

The majority baldly asserted in a footnote that]

the "circumstances surrounding Gosselin's case are!
dissimilar to those in Tucor." Pet.App.42a n. 16. Butl

the panel did not even purport to identify any i
dissimilarity, and no material one exists. Both this
case and Tucor involved pricing agreements as to the L

"foreign inland segment" of "through transportation" j

under the same ITGBL program. And any indirect:
effect Gosselin's agreement had on the overall cost of1

through transportation was equally present in Tucor.j

The military's contract in the latter was also fori

"transportation provided under one bill of lading that!
includes all of the interrelated segments from the]
point of origin in the Philippines to the service!

person's new home in the U.S.," and thus necessarily!

incorporated the costs of each segment. Tucor, 189]
F.3d at 836.

I^HH-
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"disst^^^^-tual or even alleged

Panel majority aLo sZlt d.f^/f ^

the

not the law o> th's cS" PTf **' Tucor "is

hereby confirmed th'cir^t con^cf^^ ^ ft
the Ninth Circuit 2

£

COnfllCt ^ereas

even find the ^ ^ ^ £*Unitv ^d did not

^apply it, and on Z^ h^T'
**».**»»*
1 g0Vern me^

case where the immunity

pealing it. The C f ^^^ thus effectively
to foreign inknT f ^ ^ °nly Collusi°n as
transportato," meanin/tr^^! •°f "thr°^h

United
States
ZT^oT^T^^
a
Pomt." 46 U.S.C. §40102^ T^ P°rt 0r

transportation to or from i ^tt •Th&t link to

necessary for U.S antiW 1. Umted States is

in the first place sferZl t0, potentially apply
Carbide &Carbon Cor^^H ^ ^ *U^n
And because the oveZu'rJ ^ 69°' ?°4 <1962)-

transportation" l^Llt^T^ **• "thr0Ugh

various "foreign inlandS^ 'JV^t-*
*"
(among other things) it Sn /
he shiPPing

-llusive agreement aS ot7l
^ ^ «"*
,, °reign ln]and

segment will imnlicatP +Z

limitation of the immunity relds itlTiof existence"^
applied the WsUaJS
straightforwardly
mplain conflict with Turnr? 1.
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Bi The Question Presented Is of Great Practical!
Importance for International Shipping and]

Implicates U.S. Foreign Affairs Interests. 1
This Court's immediate resolution of the circuit]

conflict regarding the scope of the "foreign inland)
segment" immunity is warranted for two principal
reasons. First, the conflict is of great practical!
significance for international shipping creating]
damaging uncertainty that reaches well beyond the]
Fourth Circuit. Second, by effectuating a broad]
extraterritorial expansion of U.S. antitrust law, the]
decision below implicates foreign-policy interests,]

trampling on powers constitutionally allocated to the]
political branches.

I

1 The circuit conflict over the "foreign inland]

segment" exemption implicates amassive volume o|

international shipping activity In 2012 over 1
billion tons of goods were shipped through U.S. ports

to or from foreign destinations. See;^ Ass no

Port Authorities, U.S. Ports Ranked by Card
Volume -2012, available at http://goo.gyjrKwvu. The!
two circuits in conflict accounted for roughly one-1

third of this traffic, as they embrace numerous!

important ports such as Charleston Norfolk^

Bakimore in the Fourth Circuit and Long_BeaJ
Los Angeles, Oakland, Richmond, Portland, TacomM
and Seattle inthe Ninth Circuit. See id.

Any shipper with a hand in this vast amount-

shipping may be ensnared by the confhc

notwithstanding that, like Gosselin, its conduct is :
outside of the United States, and regardless

whether the laws in the foreign country where t
relevant segment occurs allow the conduct tha ;U*
antitrust law condemns. The venue provisions of tM

••
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Sherman Act and FCA—wi,

jurisdiction in anTdisttrt^,

e

i •,

WhlCh allow

be found -^SL^iTO^-

SS^1%^^^ including22'^

Fourth
Circe'
s
dttr^t^^B^Zf
**
entity, anywhere in the worldtW t ' any

foreign transportation ofToods Tj^TT* ?

ofpossibLto^t^^
CM Penalties-^^riminT, tr6Me ^^
Xdis" suta «*»»"«* "* Jurisdiction!
transactions and needleL"Tn retTfe'T,

in anhfaS 1ST are/arti^rly problematic
mles. Indeedell h?6ndS °D .,taMe' predicte"«
for pretoabilitv ^ rec0«mzed <» special need
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(displaying "sensitivity to the need of the

international commercial system for predictability ltl
the resolution of disputes"); Coats v. Penrod Drdli^
Corp 61 F.3d 1113, 1137 (5th Cir. 1995) (en banc)
(recognizing that "need for predictability m the;
commercial maritime arena is arguably greater than
in other areas").

2 Beyond its profound impact on international

business, the circuit conflict also implicates serious]

foreign-affairs considerations, impinging on powers]

that this Court has held properly belong to the other]

branches of government.
]
Although U.S. laws presumptively do not apply]
extraterritorial^, courts have long held that the]
antitrust laws do. See Morrison vNatlAustrM
Bank Ltd., 130 S. Ct. 2869, 2886 n.ll (2010) (noting
that Court in 1962 "overruled the holding ... that thel

antitrust laws do not apply extraterritonal^

United States v. Aluminum Co. ofAm., 148 F.2d 416,]

443 (2d Cir. 1945) (Hand, J.). That rule, however]

"discouraged] international trading involvement]
with the United States" and caused general damage

to its foreign relations," because other nations object]
to having their industries subjected to U.S. antitrust]

rules P Pettit & C. Styles, The Internationa^
Response to the Extraterritorial Application
United States Antitrust Laws, 37 BUS. LAWYER 6

698 (1982). Indeed, it is "axiomatic that in antitrua

matters it may be the policy of one state to defen
what it is the policy of another to attack. Id ll«j

other nations have "resented and Protested a.
excessive intrusions into their own spheres, bro

assertions of authority by American court •]
Timberlane Lumber Co. v. Bank ofAm., N.T. &bJ
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549 F.2d 597, 609, (9th Cir. 1976), superseded by

statute. Pub. L. No. 97-290, 96 Stat. 1233 as
recogmzed in McGlinchey v. Shell Chem. Co 's45

F.2d 802 (9th Cir. 1988).

'

Against this backdrop, Congress enacted the

Shipping Act of 1984. Its "foreign inland segment"

immunity exempted foreign shipping activity from
the antitrust laws to "reduce jurisdictional friction
and confrontations" with trade partners. 1981

S^PPing Act: Hearing Before Subcomm. on
Merchant Marine of the S Comm. on Commerce,

bcience &Transp., 97th Cong. 208 (1981).

The Fourth Circuit's decision below revives that

very jurisdictional friction." Yet, as this Court has

explained, "the danger of unwarranted judicial
interference in the conduct of foreign policy" is why
courts must not apply U.S. laws extraterritorially

absent a clear expression of intent from Congress
Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 133 S Ct'
1659, 1664 (2013). Congress "alone has the facilities

necessary to make fairly such an important policy

decision where the possibilities of international
discord are so evident and retaliative action so

certain.

EEOC v. Arabian Am. Oil Co 499 US

244 248 (1991). All the more must courts respect

that limitation when, as here, Congress has
expressly provided that its laws should not apply

extraterritorially.

y

C. The Decision Below Is Wrong.

f+1°n«?e meritS' the Panel mai°rity's construction

ol the foreign inland segment" immunity is plainly

erroneous, and the Ninth Circuit's plainly correct.
1. The Shipping Act provides that the US

antitrust laws "do not apply to ... an agreement or

* r> >t »v
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activity relating to the foreign inland segment of
through transportation that is part of transportation
provided in a United States import or export trade."
46 U.S.C. § 40307(a) (emphases added). This plain
text clearly embraces the type of agreement at issue
here and in Tucor—i.e., an agreement as to pricing
for services exclusively within a foreign country.

The panel majority thought it relevant that the
effects of such agreements are not limited to the

"foreign inland segment," in that they indirectly
affect pricing for through transportation as a whole.
But even with such an indirect effect, the conduct

still "relat[es] to" the foreign inland segment. And

as explained above, a contrary reading would nullify
the immunity: Whenever the immunity could apply,
the conduct, even though limited to the foreign
inland segment, will always be "part" of overall
through transportation. Id. Accordingly, it will be

equally true that collusion as to the foreign "part"
will indirectly affect the overall price of through

transportation, leaving the immunity with no effect.
2. In justifying its rationale, the panel below
relied on the Fourth Circuit's earlier decision in the
criminal case, Gosselin I. That case actually
illustrates the panel's error here.

In Gosselin I, the court held that misconduct
"aimed at the entire through transportation market,

rather than just the foreign inland segment," was not
immune. Gosselin I, 411 F.3d at 510 (emphasis

added). It thus ruled that Gosselin could be indicted

for having convinced U.S. carrier Cartwright to
withdraw its low through-rate bid on 12 particular
channels, and for pressuring other U.S. bidders not
to match that bid. See id. at 506-07, 510-11.
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Gosselin I rejected a broad construction of the ]

immunity that "threatened] to excise antitrust;

liability from the through transportation market j
completely." 411 F.3d at 511. But the decision below,
through its narrow construction, excised the!
immunity itselffrom the U.S. Code.

II THE FOURTH CIRCUITS RIGID IMPOSITION]
' OF PENALTIES "PER-INVOICE," WITHOUT
REGARD TO A DEFENDANT'S CULPABILITY,
CONFLICTS WITH OTHER COURTS AND

EXACERBATES FCA LITIGATION.
Under the FCA, a defendant who presents or]

causes to be presented to the Government a false
claim for payment is liable not only for trebled

damages but also for a civil penalty. See 31 U.S.C.
§3729(a)(1). The question here is whether that]
penalty must be imposed mechanically for every
submitted invoice, even if the invoices were only]
"false" by operation of law (such as under a]
fraudulently induced contract), or whether penalties

instead must be based on the defendant's specificj
culpable conduct.

While other courts (including this one) have!
imposed separate civil penalties only for distinct,
culpable acts, the Fourth Circuit has interpreted thel
FCA to strictly require a separate penalty for each!
and every invoice. The panel below described that!

rule as a "monster of our own creation," because byj

delinking penalties from the defendant's individual!
culpability, the FCA as so construed runs into thel

Excessive Fines Clause. Pet.App.35a. Indeed, herel
the Fourth Circuit's rule required a penalty m thel

tens ofmillions of dollars even though the Relator!

proved no monetary damage. The District Court!
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have required penalties to be tied to the defend* ,
specific culpability-whether as a mattor*\

interpretation of the FCA or under the Fl ,°f

Amendment's Excessive Fines Clause, which H

civil penalties that are "grossly disproportfona]Ttn?

gravity 0f a defendant's offense." UnVeTstat H

Bajakajian, 524 U.S. 321, 334 (1998)

*j

Fn, *L Circuit
nS earHer
Harris™thisdecision,
«,
Fourth
"eschewed"
approachhowever
in thFrl

context. Pet.App.36a. And now, the Fourth Cir A

has exacerbated the harsh effect, of i^ntfe

FCA construction by reducing the ExcesXe pTr,

Clause inquiry to a meaningless formality ^

musJ-be^o^
£?
fXTaim
Id
^
^
have accordingly construed he A" to^H

Penalty only for adefendant's culpable acts. ^ aJ
This Court has done just that nr, n,a * i
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A
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Together, Hess and Bornstein hold that, wheni

imposing FCA penalties, courts should look to the!

number of "fraudulent acts," Bornstein, 423 U.S. aJ
312, and "individualized" culpable acts, Hess, 3\4
U.S. at 552, in view ofthe "specific conduct" at issue!
Bornstein, 423 U.S. at 313. They reject any rigid J
"automatic" measurement, particularly a mechanical!
per-invoice rule. Id. at 311; Hess, 317 U.S. at 552.4

Lower courts have followed this Court's lead ini

construing the FCA as imposing penalties only forj
culpable acts. For example, in Hays v. Hoffman, 325}

F.3d 982 (8th Cir. 2003), the Eighth Circuit cited)

Bornstein to hold that the defendants could face only]
eight penalties—corresponding to eight false]
requests for Medicaid reimbursement—even though!
those requests affected the defendants' Medicaid]

"payment rates" and thus also tainted hundreds ofJ
subsequent reimbursement requests. See id. at 982,1
993-94. The court saw a "fundamental problem"]
with

penalizing

each

reimbursement

request,2

because the requests "bea[r] no rational relationship]
to the false claim misconduct" at issue. Id. at 993.,

Instead, the court construed the FCA to impose]
4 While both decisions involved subcontractors rather than

prime contractors, that distinction matters only where a prime,
contractor submits many "individual false payment demands,
each independently false. Bornstein, 423 U.S. at 309 n.4. In!
such a case, the prime contractor would be liable for each'
separately false claim, see id., while the subcontractor would bt.

liable only for his own "causative acts," id. at 312—with each;

party's liability thus tracking its individual culpability. But]
when (as here) only the initial contract is tainted but the]
invoices submitted thereunder are not "individual[ly] false,"

at 309 n.4, the culpability considerations of Hess and Bornstein^
apply equally to prime and subcontractors.
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For example, in United States ex rel. Smith

Gilberf Realty Co., 840 F. Supp. 71 (E.D. l^

1993), a landlord charged an unlawfully high rent j
low-income units. He endorsed 51 rent checks, an
made seven false certifications to the housjB
authority that the checks complied with the law.

at 74-75. The court held it would violate the Eight]

Amendment to impose 58 penalties (for 51 checl

plus seven certifications) amounting to $290,00(1
with only $1,630 in damages. Id. The rent check

were false "only as a result of the [defendant's
contract with the housing authority," and

landlord could not be expected to consider rent
agreement terms each time he cashed a check.

The court thus imposed only seven penalties—one &J
each of the false certifications, which "were fals
claims in every sense of the word." Id. at 75.

Likewise, in United States v. Advance Tool Col

902 F. Supp. 1011 (W.D. Mo. 1995), the court helj
that 686 penalties—one for each of the 686 invoic

the defendant submitted for deficient tools that h3

sold to the government—would be unconstitutional]]
excessive.

See id. at 1018.

Instead, the coi_.

imposed a penalty for each of the 73 types of took

that the defendant had improperly sold, since th]
defendant had engaged in distinct culpable conduo
as to each.

See id. at 1014, 1018-19.

Cf. Unit

States ex rel. Lamberts v. Stokes, 640 F. Supp.

927, 933 (W.D. Mich. 2009) (awarding only If
penalties, not 8,481, where even the governmen|
conceded that the latter "would be excessive").
3. In conflict with both camps above, the Foi

Circuit construes the FCA to rigidly demand

separate civil penalty for each technically "falsel
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Nor, unlike the courts in Gilbert Realtv

Advance Tool, does the Fourth Circuit correct*^,
Amendment analysis focused on the defendal
culpability. Rather, the panel below blessed
rigid statutory construction through an Ei^

massive penalty through generalities about \

FCA-the need for "deterrence," an undefined «W

motive and the tendency of FCA violations

shak[e] the public's faith in the government!
competence." Pet.APp.40a-41a. Such consider^
exist in every YCAcase that gets to the civil-pen^
stage, and so add nothing to the Eighth AmendmaJ
inquiry beyond the fact of liability. Limiting itselfJ

generalities, the panel ignored the substantial an!

uncontested mitigation evidence regarding the DPJl
contract (including Gosselin's minimal profit and thl

Government's renewal of the contract, twice), whij
had caused the District Court to hold that if
appropriate fine in this case, based on Gosselin'!

culpability, would be $500,000, and the maximl

constitutional fine, $1.5 million. Pet.App.108a, llOaf
B. Whether FCA Civil Penalties Must Be Base
On the Defendant's Culpability Is

Exceptional Importance.

Two factors in addition to the conflict id
authority particularly counsel in favor of review!

tirst, the sums at stake are enormous, which is whf
defendants settle rather than risk huge penalties!

Second, the issue of how to determine FCA civl

penalties is growing in importance, with leading
commentators predicting a "groundswell" of nei
litigation arising from the decision below.

1. The magnitude of potential liability thai
turns on the question presented is a strong reasonj
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had allegedly caused "thousands of claims to bj

submitted to Medicaid" that were "fraudulent"--noJ

because' any of the claims contained any fals^
information, but rather only because the defendan.

"promoted] the off-label use" of its drug contrary J
FDA regulations. Cf. United States v. Caronia, 7031

F.3d 149 (2d Cir. 2012) (invalidating conviction ftj

violation of FDA off-label regulations under First]
Amendment).

Where contractors face such intense economic!

pressure to settle, pressure that the Fourth Circuital

rule compounds, it may be difficult for this recurring]

issue to stay alive through appellate review. That is]
a reason for review, not against it.

2. Review also is warranted because the]
decision below is likely to release a flood of FCAJ

litigation in marginal cases. The decision creates a]

new incentive simply to target high-invoicing!
industries—pharmaceutical manufacturers, for]

example, or defense contractors—even where!

damages likely are low, or where a relator wants to]
avoid investing the time and money into developing]
proof of damages. Especially without the check of a]
meaningful Excessive Fines Clause, nothing would!
stop plaintiffs who sue in the Fourth Circuit from]
obtaining (through either the increased settlement]
value or judgment) huge awards completely]
disproportionate to both damages and culpability.

That the decision below is from the Fourth]
Circuit promises a particularly large groundswell,

given that court's importance in the development!

and exposition of FCA law. The Fourth Circuit
embraces many important government agencies (likel

DOD) that initiate a large volume of federal]
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contracting. And any 'claim,
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of the vast number of government contracts—many]
of prodigious size and sophistication"—that involve]
"thousands of invoices" and thus (under the Fourft

Circuit's FCA interpretation) "millions of dollars 0fj

liability for civil penalties." Pet.App.37a.
Rather than construing the statute to avoid]

constitutional problems, the panel instead warped]

the constitutional inquiry. Under Bajakajian, the]

penalty must be compared to the particular gravity]

of the particular defendant's particular offense. Seel
524 U.S. at 337-39 (looking to specific facts,]

including that harm was "minimal" and crime wasj

"solely a reporting offense," "unrelated to any other]

illegal activities"); United States v. 3814 NM
Thurman St., Portland, Or., 164 F.3d 1191, 1197 (9th

Cir. 1999) ("The culpability of the offender should be]
examined specifically, rather than examining thel
gravity of the crime in the abstract."). Here, those]

defendant-specific facts, as found by the District]

Court, were mitigating, substantial, and uncontested
leading the District Court to find the maximum!

constitutional fine to be $1.5 million. Yet the panelj
ignored all of them in imposing a fine 16 times that.

And the panel was "comfortable" in doing so. J
Pet.App.37a. It reasoned that, "[w]hen an enormous]

public undertaking spawns a fraud of comparable

breadth," the Government must be made "completely
whole." Id. The panel did not explain, however, how]
the Harrison rule satisfies that purpose at all.'
Indeed, it does not. The FCA's treble-damages

provision already ensures the Government is more]
than made whole; the civil-penalty provision is a

punishment on top of that (which is why the

Excessive Fines Clause applies). Moreover, as here,]
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the number of invoices is generally a function of how

a particular agency chooses -to reimburse contractors

and so does not represent the size of the contract, the

materiality of the falsity, the "breadth" of the scheme
or public undertaking-or anything else of relevance
to making the Government whole. Pet.App.93a The

Fourth Circuit's approach is thus indefensible not
only under the statute and Constitution, but also as

a matter or common sense.

CONCLUSION

The petition for a writ of certiorari should be

granted
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